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Once you have obtained your key cutter certificate you may then proceed to do
complete the locksmith upskill course
This course would help you to Identify and solve problems relating to the opening of a
lock using the least destructive method.
Identify and solve problems relating to the selection of correct tools and preparation of
the work area for the purpose of correctly originating keys.
Collect, evaluate, organise and critically evaluate information related to the
identification of correct locking mechanisms and key blanks so that these are accurately
interpreted into application.
Identify and solve problems relating to the repairing or replacement of a lock.
Identify and solve problems relating to the re-keying of locks and changing
combinations.
Work effectively with others to assist in the operating of a key cutting machine.
You would be able Work effectively with others when evaluating the appropriate
method to use to open a lock.
You would be able to Organize and manage yourself and your activities when preparing
to open a locking device.
You would be able to communicate effectively when obtaining approval to open a lock.
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Core - Select, use and care for power tools
Core - Apply methods of opening locks
Core - Install and remove locks
Core - Open and restore the security of non-categorised safes
Core - Originate keys
Core - Perform keying and repairs of lock systems
Elective - Open a vehicle without key
Locksmith total Credits

5
9
5
5
11
7
4
46

APPLY METHODS OF OPENING LOCKS
 Level:
3
 Credits:
9
Learners credited with this unit standard are able to describe current legislation regarding authority
required before opening a lock. They will also be able to open a lock using specialised tools causing
least destruction to the lock and its housing.
The qualifying learner is able to:




Open a lock.
Demonstrate the use of specialised tools.
Explain lock opening methods

INSTALL AND REMOVE LOCKS
 Level:
3
 Credits:
5
Learners credited with this unit standard are able to determine the work required on a lock, evaluate
if the lock needs to be replaced. Learners are able to install, remove and replace a lock in accordance
with standards and procedures.
The qualifying learner is able to:




Describe the use of tools.
Perform the installation of a lock.
Perform the removal and replacement of a lock.

ORIGINATE KEYS
 Level:
 Credits:

3
11

Learners credited with this unit standard are able to identify a key blank for a locking mechanism,
prepare the locking mechanism for key origination and cut the key to fit the locking mechanism. They
will also be able to re-assemble the lock to it full functionality and integrity.
The qualifying learner is able to:



Identify the locking mechanism and key blank.
Strip locking mechanism for key origination.



Cut an original key.



Re-assemble the lock.

PERFORM KEYING AND REPAIRS OF LOCK SYSTEMS
 Level:
3
 Credits:
7
Learners credited with this unit standard are able to identify and evaluate a variety of locks to
determine servicing and re-building requirements. They will be able to make a master-key lock, alter
combinations and make a key using specialist tools and instruments. Learners will also be able to reassemble the lock and ensure its integrity as per manufacturer’s specifications and develop master
keying systems.
The qualifying learner is able to:






Identify locks by type.
Describe methods to dismantle and strip locks.
Service and re-build a lock.
Make a suite of master-key locks.
Alter lock combinations.

OPEN AND RESTORE THE SECURITY OF NON-CATEGORISED SAFES
 Level:
3
 Credits:
5
Learners credited with this unit standard are able to understand general locksmithing by identifying
a non-categorised safe, identify safe mechanisms and apply methods of opening a safe. They will
also be able to restore the security of the safe to its original specifications.
The qualifying learner is able to:





Describe non-categorised safes.
Describe safe mechanisms.
Apply safe opening methods.
Restore safes integrity.

OPEN A VEHICLE WITHOUT KEY
 Level:
3
 Credits:
4
Learners credited with this unit standard will able to identify vehicle locks and the methods of
opening the locks. They are also able to remove an old lock and refit the vehicle with a new lock. This
unit standard deals with the authorised access of opening a vehicle without a key.
The qualifying learner is able to:




Identify makes and models of vehicles.
Explain the functioning of vehicle locking mechanisms.
Open a vehicle

